Good morning WAPA customers,

The August issue of Closed Circuit is now available. If you haven’t already, be sure to bookmark this page, where you will be able to access all issues as they are released. This issue features the following stories:

- WAPA-hosted event team wins Science Bowl
- Exceptional employees honored
- Engineer recognized as emerging leader
- Building a Leadership Development Program
- DOE leadership program chooses participants
- Fiber optics feasibility assessment published
- Making great Knowledge Management videos
- Stay mentally safe during the pandemic
- Brief Transmissions

In case you missed it, until the April edition, Closed Circuit was WAPA’s internal magazine. Now we are sharing it with you. We hope that this will keep you even more closely informed of the goings-on in and around WAPA.

Please do not hesitate to send me your feedback.

Philip Reed

reed@wapa.gov

Public Affairs Specialist and Closed Circuit editor